Compatible Side Load

5x10 Side Load

Specifications

- Insert sizes are available in 5x8, 5x10, 8x10 and 10x12
- Designed with standard guided ejection to allow easy ejector pin assembly
- Inserts include four true leader pins and bushings
- Pry bar slots are standard for easy disassembling
- Pre-cut core cavities are available
- Integrated rest pads are included to allow a gap between the frame and the ejector plates

- Parting line locks are available to help control the alignment of the A and B halves of the mold
- Half inch thick ejector plates reduces labor for altering pins on the ejector side of the mold
- Straight leader pins for precise alignment
- Lead-Ins to assist with installation
- Cover ejection available

The Modular Advantages

- All Modular Mold Side Load Systems are fully compatible with industry standard U-Frame sizes 08/09 and 10/12
- Inserts are larger than standard to allow full usable space on the ejector plates. Inserts are still fully compatible with standard U-Frames
- Inserts offer more cavity space for the ability to work with slides and accommodate larger parts
- All components are in stock for quick delivery